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1. 2004 EU Organised Crime
   16184/04 CRIMORG 153
   13702/04 CRIMORG 113
   13741/04 CRIMORG 114
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 20.1.2005

   RESTREINT UE

2. Council Framework Decision on attacks against information systems
   15010/04 DROIPEN 64 TELECOM 170
      + COR 1 (de)
      + REV 1 (cs)
   5869/05 DROIPEN 6 TELECOM 3 OC 53
      + ADD 1 (en)
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 9.2.2005
3. Council Framework Decision on confiscation of crime-related proceeds, instrumentalities and property
   5870/05 DROIPEN 7 OC 54
   + ADD 1 (en)
   14648/04 DROIPEN 63
   + COR 1 (cs)
   + COR 2
   + COR 3 (da)
   + REV 1 (sl)
   + REV 2 (pl)
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.2.2005

4. Council Framework Decision on the application of the principle of mutual recognition to financial penalties
   6838/04 COPEN 24
   + COR 1 (de)
   + COR 2 (sv)
   + COR 3 (de)
   + COR 4 (sv)
   + REV 1 (pl)
   5871/1/05 REV 1 COPEN 23 OC 55
   + ADD 1 (en)
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 9.2.2005

5. Draft report on the implementation of the Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings
   14830/2/04 REV 2 COPEN 137
   + COR 1
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.2.2005

6. Re-appointment of a Deputy Director of Europol
   5475/05 EUROPOL 2
   + ADD 1 (en)
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.2.2005

7. Audit report and discharge to be given to the Director of Europol for 2003
   16290/04 EUROPOL 62 OC 468
   + ADD 1
   + ADD 2
   Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.2.2005
8. Council Decision amending the Council Decision of 27 March 2000 authorising the Director of Europol to enter into negotiations on agreements with third States and non-EU-related bodies

6163/05 EUROPOL 5 OC 39
6160/05 EUROPOL 4 OC 38
Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.2.2005

9. Adoption of a draft Council Decision concerning the introduction of some new functions for the Schengen Information System, including in the fight against terrorism

6073/05 SIRIS 7 SCHENGEN 1 COMIX 83 OC 41
10667/04 SIRIS 74 SCHENGEN 5 COMIX 415
+ COR 1 (sv)
Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 25.6.2003

10. Proposal regarding rules of procedure on the processing and protection of personal data at Eurojust

6279/05 EUROJUST 8 OC 60
14439/04 EUROJUST 90
+ COR 1 (en)
+ COR 2
+ COR 3 (lt)
+ ADD 1
+ ADD 2
+ ADD 2 REV 1 (fr,da,de,en,es,lt,nl,pt,sv,fi)
Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 9.2.2005

11. Eurojust: Cooperation Agreement with the Kingdom of Norway

6325/05 EUROJUST 9 AELE 6 N 2 EEE 4 OC 61
11641/04 EUROJUST 69 AELE 13 N 5 EEE 63
+ COR 1
Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 29.9.2004

12. Council Decision authorising the Commission to open, under certain conditions, negotiations with third countries towards mutual recognition agreements on qualifications of natural persons supplying architectural or urban planning and landscape architectural services

6187/05 WTO 33 SERVICES 7 ECO 12 OC 42 RESTREINT UE
+ COR 1 (sv) RESTREINT UE
+ COR 2 (fi) RESTREINT UE
Approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 16.2.2005
13. Written Questions put to the Council by Members of the European Parliament
   (a) No 2874/04 by Proinsias DE ROSSA - "Overseas aid"
       5108/05 PE-QE 10
   (b) No 2900/04 by Stephen HUGHES - "MEK (Iranian Resistance Group)"
       5109/05 PE-QE 11
   (c) No 2919/04 by Christopher FJELLNER - "Court proceedings concerning smokeless tobacco"
       5004/05 PE-QE 2
   (d) No 2933/04 by Eluned MORGAN - "Cuba"
       5005/05 PE-QE 3
   (e) No 2953/04 by Georgios KARATZAHERIS - "Rise in inflation and the volume of counterfeit euro banknotes"
       5006/05 PE-QE 4
   (f) No 2964/04 by Mario BORGHEZIO - "Europe and the situation in the Ivory Coast"
       5007/05 PE-QE 5
   (g) No 3095/04 by Fausto BERTINOTTI and others and No 3120/04 by Marco RIZZO and Umberto GUIDONI - "Private jets for prisoner transport to countries with no anti-torture laws" - "Torture flights"
       5008/05 PE-QE 6
   (h) No 3121/04 by Frank VANHECKE - "European Constitution"
       5009/05 PE-QE 7
   (i) No 3184/04 by Proinsias DE ROSSA - "Torture Equipment Regulation"
       5010/05 PE-QE 8
   (j) No 3223/04 by Frank VANHECKE - "The situation in Congo"
       5011/05 PE-QE 9
   (k) No 3230/04 by Christopher HUHNE - "ECHR"
       5113/05 PE-QE 15

Approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 4.2.2005